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The neutrons will be generated from a 
commercial Thermo Fisher MP-320 
Deuterium-Deuterium Generator (DDG), 
which produces monoenergetic 2.45 MeV 
neutrons with a flux of up to 106 
neutrons/second. 

Shielding Details for DDG:
à15cm of Borated polyethylene on all sides of the neutron 
source (except the window) - 5% boron by weight
à1" of lead (the chevron shaped interlocking pieces near the 
outside edge in the drawing)
à12cm square 'window' for collimating outgoing neutrons
àThe supporting structure is primarily made from angle-
aluminum, eye-bolt at the top is for moving the structure

Have not arrived at CERN yet
DD Generator: (Hardware status)

Currently at CERN

Walker Johnson from the source team gets to CERN on March 26th Tuesday  for 
installation; he will coordinate with Filippo once there.

Delay in shipping of shielding due to 
technical issues (Jingbo mentioned 
they haven’t sent items directly from 
SDSMT in the past so facing some 
technical problems).

In the worst-case scenario, we might 
have to use the old shielding that was 
used for ProtoDUNE-SP run (also 
known as ProtoDUNE-I these days)



Desired Position of DDG:

Proposed DDG location

Geant4 (by Walker Johnson) and FLUKA (Paola Sala) simulations 
carried out for neutron capture with VD ColdBox geometry 
resulted in similar number of captures for top and side position.

Slightly preferred position is the side position.

Note: Density of insulating 
foam in cryostat was over-
estimated in the simulation. 
So actual number of captures 
will be lower



Data-taking:
• Have been in touch with DAQ group 
• Hardware Trigger details:
• Type: BNC
• Description: This is a 5V TTL signal capable of driving into 50 Ohms. This signal is reserved for use by the customer for 
triggering equipment synchronized with the neutron pulse.”

• Preferred set of data (TPC+PDS); TPC information needed for precise location of 
neutron capture
• PDS data used for Light Yield map reconstruction and absolute energy scale 

calibration.
àMinimum frequency at which DDG can be operated is 40 Hz (which is the frequency 
we want to use).
àDAQ (TPC+PDS) can take data at 4 Hz rate for a data window of 1 ms [which is the 
configuration we think is optimal]
àPDS only data planned to be acquired at higher acquisition rate (desired 40 Hz)



Data acquisition:

25 ms [interval between 2 neutron pulses]
40 Hz repetition frequency

5 ms

0.4 ms

• Neutron pulse minimum width is 0.4 ms
• Minimum repetition rate that can be used is 40 Hz
• Neutron capture average time is <1 ms [there is some difference between FLUKA and geant4 simulation; we are trying 

to resolve the difference]. The two simulations will be useful to understand the systematics of the analysis.

• Most of the neutron capture occurs within the first milli-second of neutron pulse. The proposed DAQ window is 1 ms 
long. Also,  the DAQ rate is limited by the window size; for 1 ms data window a maximum of 4 Hz DAQ sampling 
frequency possible for TPC+PDS data.

Neutron 
pulse start

Geant4 
[Walker]

FLUKA [Paola]



DAQ [Looking at data]:
• For DAPHNE readout we have a LArSoft based decoder which 

works but there is some tuning needed.

• In addition, Vitaliy Popov and Laura Zambelli have python-based 
scripts to check TPC and PDS signals

• I will work on the LArSoft/ROOT based tools but for the time being  
we are in good shape due to availability of  alternatives.



Some simulation studies [from Wei Shià LArSoft 
using particle gun and VD ColdBox geometry]
• I will briefly show some ongoing simulation studies before going 

into the goals of the run



Focus on n-capture right on top of any of the 4 XAs on cathode

Single neutrons generated by particle gun in LArSoft (Coldbox geometry)

Slide from Wei Shi



Neutron capture on 39Ar produces gamma cascade of known energy (total 6.1 
MeV) Slide from Wei Shi



If we don’t know the position of capture [We don’t see a peak; from initial 
simulation results absolute energy calibration is not possible]: [Hence having 
CRP together for the runs is very important]

For simulation/physics 
updates please join the 
Wednesday 9:00 am CST 
meeting.
Recent meeting indico 
page: 
https://indico.fnal.gov/eve
nt/63902/

Slide from Wei Shi



How much data do we need [Working on these slides]: 

Goal of the analysis (this slide is in preparation and any comments or suggestions are 
welcome; I am giving a presentation next Wednesday in the VD demonstrator meeting):
àIdentify neutron capture signals using PDS system [for this we don’t need much data]. If we 
can do this quickly, we may test software-based triggers in the later part of the run]. Wei has 
some simulation studies to implement for software-based trigger, but we think first set of data 
should be collected on full streaming mode based on hardware trigger.

àReconstruct neutron capture energy peaks; compare data and simulations
àMatch the PDS t0 with corresponding CRP signal and reconstruct precise (x, y and z position 
of n-capture events).
à1 hour = 3600sec X4Hz =14400 events (1 day = ~10 hours; if we can take data for 4 days 
(TPC+PDS) we get >500k events.

Tentatively, I would say (4 days of TPC+PDS; 1 day of PDS only; 1 day in software trigger mode 
with TPC+PDS). But we are doing some calculations; which will be based on how much events 
we can get in a small voxel above PDS modules. [I will try to update this part within next few 
days]
(suggestions and feedback are welcome)



PNS-PDS Team at CERN:
• PNS source expert: Walker Johnson arriving on March 26, 2024 (will be at 

CERN for 4 weeks)

• Tel-Aviv group already at CERN for PDS+PNS activities 

• I (Ajib) will be arriving on March 31st for PNS+PDS data-collection; leaving 
on April 19th 

• Besides, PDS consortium members will be working together (Henrique, 
Vitaliy, Sam Fogarty, and others) 



Backup:







Data sheet of the DDG to be used


